




─ 1H net sales was ¥1,072.7 bil., a 3.2% increase y-o-y.
─ 1H OP was ¥55.8 bil., a 7.6% increase y-o-y.
─ 1H pre-tax profit was ¥55.5 bil., a 10.8% increase y-o-y.
─ 1H net profit was ¥33.9 bil., a 21.0% increase y-o-y.
─ While greatly expanding MFP hardware sales in Q2, and PP 

(Production Printing), IT services and industrial products business 
saw a steady growth for 1H.

─ Based on profit trend in 1H, outlook for March 2014 is on course to 
meet targets.

─ We decided to increase dividend to ¥17.0 per share for the half fiscal 
year.



＜Sales＞
─ 1H net sales was ¥1,072.7 bil., a 3.2% increase y-o-y, or 0.3% increase 

excluding forex.
─ While greatly expanding MFP hardware sales in Q2, PP (Production 

Printing), NSS (Network System Solution) and Industrial Products 
saw a steady growth.

＜Profit＞
─ 1H OP was ¥55.8 bil., a 7.6% increase y-o-y.
─ One reason is healthy sales growth of color MFPs in Q2 and gross 

profit increase from 40.4% to 41.6% due to improved product mix.
─ Structural reform benefit and impact of forex also contributed to the 

results compared to the previous year.
─ Sales was a bit short with forecast but we achieved profit target 

because of increase in high value-added color MFPs and effect of 
structural reform. 

─ Over Q2 marks a positive momentum toward 2H.



＜Restructuring Charges, net＞
─ The benefits of structural reforms came to ¥13.3 bil. as planned.
─ The breakdown: last fiscal year expenses of ¥8.6 bil. plus a benefit of ¥4.7 bil.
＜Sales＞
─ Profit related to sales decreased ¥5 bil. It was ¥3.9 bil. negative for Q1 but 

recovered to ¥1.1 bil. negative in Q2.
─ There was a clear positive effect of hardware product mix improvement by 

sales growth of color MFPs. However, there was a slight decline due to the 
reactions to the special demand ahead of the consumption tax hike at the last 
fiscal year-end. Also, accumulation of new products’ non-hardware while the 
price of non-hardware had declined continuously have not yet contributed to 
the Q2 OP.

＜Product Cost Down＞
─ Product Cost Down has created a profit of ¥1.5 bil. (Q1:¥500 mil., Q2:¥1.0 bil.) 

as planned.
＜R&D＞
─ R&D in Q1 expenses has increased ¥1 bil. compared to the previous year., but 

is going according to plan.
＜Other Expenses＞
─ Other Expense has increased ¥11.8 bil. compared to the previous year., but is 

going according to plan.
─ Other Expenses include expenses for strengthening the service business 

including M&A, sales push in emerging countries and production capacity 
increase in Thailand. Also, we had start-up costs of new subsidiary company 
for Industrial and semiconductor business, and salary and bonus increases.

In addition, the positive Foreign Exchange impact came to ¥7.0 bil.. 
As a result, OP was ¥55.8 bil., a 7.6% increase y-o-y.



─ OP and OP margin is improving compared to Q1.
─ OP and OP margin are continuing to improve compared to the previous 

year.
─ SG&A ratio improved steadily with strategic system expansion cost.



─ Sales was ¥955.0 bil., a 3.4% increase y-o-y, or 0.2% increase excluding forex.
＜Office Imaging＞
─ Sales was ¥722.0 bil., a 2.0% increase y-o-y, or 1.4% decrease excluding forex.
─ However, in Q2 from July to September, Office Imaging made plus 1.6% 

recovery.
─ MFP and Printer hardware sales growth have contributed to this recovery.
＜Production Printing＞
─ Sales was ¥88.9 bil., a 7.2% increase y-o-y, or 3.0% increase excluding forex. 
＜Network System Solutions＞
─ Sales was ¥144.1 bil., a 8.2% increase y-o-y, or 6.9% increase excluding forex.
─ Sales in the services business such as Document and IT services has enjoyed 

healthy growth globally.

OP decreased y-o-y based on IFRS.
This is due to strategic system enhancement such as M&As and salary and 
bonus increases.



─ Hardware sales was up 5% y-o-y.
─ Non-hardware sales was down 1% y-o-y, but changed to a recovery 

trend compared with negative 4% in Q1. 
─ Hardware sales recovery led to the recovery trend of non-hardware 

sales, therefore, we expect further recovery in 2H.



＜Japan＞
─ Both sales and OP decreased y-o-y.
─ Main reason is reactive loss from special demand for the migration 

from Windows XP that happened last year.
─ However, thanks to strong growth in MFP hardware sales in Q2, Office 

Imaging is starting to turn positive.

＜The Americas＞
─ Both sales and OP increased steadily y-o-y.
─ Also in Q2, due to the strong growth of MFP hardware sales, Imaging 

and Solutions business increased.
─ With the acquisition of mindSHIFT, IT services has also been 

strengthened.
─ OP margin is improving as well.  Structural reform has been 

implemented for the past two years and has continuously contributed 
to this result.



＜EMEA＞

─ Both sales and OP increased y-o-y.
─ Since MFP hardware sales turned positive in Q2, recovery is 

proceeding and IT services continue to grow.
─ As for OP in 1H, it seemed to have increased y-o-y but this increase 

was the result of accumulation of ¥5.8 bil. for restructuring charge in 
Q1 of previous year. Therefore, if we exclude that, it actually decreased.

─ However, structural reform is almost complete so we can expect to reap 
the benefits in 2H.

＜AP & China＞
─ Both sales and OP increased y-o-y,
─ MFP sales is quite strong in all region as well as IT services.  In 

particular, we saw significant growth in IT services in India last year 
with steady growth this year as well.

─ Also, we are producing MFPs in China and Thailand and this is 
contributing greatly to production benefit leading to further growth of 
OP. 



＜Industrial Products＞
─ Sales was ¥57.0 bil., a 5.8% increase y-o-y, or 3.2% increase excluding 

forex.
─ OP was ¥2.5 bil., a ¥0.2 bil. decrease y-o-y. This is due to the cost of 

transfer to a new company for the Industrial Products business.
─ Thermal media, optical equipment and industrial inkjet made good 

contributions to sales growth, but electric components partially 
decreased due to the loss of overseas special demand in Q2.



─ Sales was ¥60.6 bil., a 1.1% decrease excluding forex y-o-y, a reduction 
of ¥0.6 bil. y-o-y. 

─ The shortfall was caused by slow increase of digital cameras, such as 
single-lens reflex and mirror-less cameras due to the worsening market 
environment.

─ The new medium format SLR, 645Z and high-end compact camera GR, 
have been making steady progress while holding the price line.

─ OP was minus ¥1.1 bill. in Q1, but it turned into plus ¥1.3 bill. in Q2.  
─ As a result, OP turned into gains, improving from minus ¥0.5 bil. to 

plus ¥0.1 bil. in a y-o-y comparison.
─ The camera business contributed to an increased profit for ‘Other’. In 

addition, there was a stronger impact from Ricoh Lease.



─ Total Assets stood at ¥2,632.5 bil., an increase of ¥35.9 bil. 
─ The main reason for an increase is Inventories on current Assets, 

resulting in an increase of ¥17.6 bil.
─ We built inventories in the beginning of this term, depending on the 

season, since we had less inventories in March due to the sales 
increase in March-end. 

─ We will continue to control and improve inventory turnover costs 
toward next March.



─ Total equity attributable to owners of the parent came to ¥1,064.4 bil., 
a rise of ¥34.9bil.

─ Equity ratio improved from 39.7% to 40.4% due to profit increase.
─ Total debt is ¥773.6 bil., an increase of ¥49.5 bil.
─ Increase of Total debt is due to working capital or increase of Leasing 

assets for hardware sales expansion.
─ Net debt excluding Ricoh Lease increased as short-term financing, due 

to temporary seasonal factors such as bonus payments.



─ Net cash by investing activities was ¥19.1 bil. a reduction of ¥19.2 bil. 
y-o-y.

─ Although Profit and Depreciation and amortization increased, it 
decreased due to accounts payable and so on.

─ Reduction of accounts payable was caused by an increase of purchase 
money for sales expansion at the end of the fiscal year.

─ Free cash flow (Operating + Investing net cash) came to minus ¥62.4 
bil., an expense of minus ¥13.4bil. y-o-y.

─ One side, the cost of ¥4.5 bil. for M&A was paid on 1H, and the profit 
on sale of securities in the previous corresponding period was ¥7.0 bil.

─ As a result, free cash flow (Operating + Investing net cash) was minus 
¥43.3 bil.

─ We will proceed with improvement of inventories and account 
receivables and working capital in order to increase free cash flow 
(Operating + Investing net cash).



─ Based on 1H, we are maintaining our FY2015/03 profit statement 
forecast as previously announced.

＜Forecast for 2015/03＞
─ Net sales ¥2,260.0 bil., a 2.9% increase y-o-y.
─ OP ¥140.0 bil., a 16.3% increase y-o-y.
─ Profit attributed to owners of the parent ¥80.0 bil., a 9.9% increase.
─ There are still some uncertainties with the global economy, but basic 

trend is one of modest recovery.
─ Although Europe may have some concerns, we see office equipment 

business improving going forward.
─ Q2 sales of hardware has expanded, and will expand further. 
─ Since sales of non-hardware is improving from Q2, further sales 

expansion is expected in second half of the fiscal year.
─ In summary, we are on course to achieving our target for net sales and 

OP.



─ We keep our forecast of OP y-o-y announced in April.



─ Mid-year dividend is 17.0 yen in FY2015/03.
─ We do not intend to change the full-year dividend of 34.0 yen.
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ご説明の際はできるだけ、指示語（これ、あれ、等）ではなく、項目名も読み上げて
から、数値、差異などを説明いただきますようお願いいたします。


















